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POLICE SCIENCE BOOK REVIEW
It is this second section that is of greatest interest to the document exam-
iner. Direct application of the data and discussions contained in it are not,
likely, but this information must be the basis from which any new identifica-
tion methods of printed matter are to be derived. For the research minded
document examiner here is a technical source book of value.
New York City ORDWAY HITON
Books Received
LAW OF HOIciDE. By Roy Moreland. The Bobbs-Merrill Co., Indianapolis,
Indiana, 1952. Pp. 338.
PUBLIC RELATIONS AND THE POLICE. By Douglas Gourley. Charles C.
Thomas, Springfield, Ill., 1953. Pp. 123. $5.75.
DAS MIKROSKOP UND VERWANDTE OPTISCHE INSTRUMENTE. By Max Frei-
Sulzer. Vol. 1. Andre Schlegel & Cie, Zurich, Switzerland, 1946. Pp. 95.
MIXROSKOPISCHE UNTERSUCHUNGSMETHODEN. By Max Frei-Sulzer. Vol. II.
Andre Schlegel & Cie, Zurich, Switzerland, 1946. Pp. 127.
LOHNENDE OBJEKTE. By Max Frei-Sulzer. Vol. III. Andre Sehlegel & Cie,
Zurich, Switzerland, 1946. Pp. 126.
MIKROPHOTOGRAPHIE WEISS-SCHWARTZ UND FARBIG. By Max Frei-Sulzer.
Vol. IV. Andre Schlegel & Cie, Zurich, Switzerland, 1948. Pp. 141.
LA PRUEBA DE LA PARAFINA. By Israel Castellanos. Vol. I, and II. J. Mon-
tero, Obispo 521, Havana, Cuba, 1948. Vol. I, 228 Pp. Vol. II, Pp. 205.
DicCIONARIO DE DEMOPAPILOSCOPIA. By Israel Castellanos. J. Mlontero,
Obispo 521, Havana, Cuba, 1952. Pp. 145.
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